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On the evidence-based Trade Policy Making
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^    Transparency in Trade
• UNCTAD GNTB‐MAST would like the New NTMs Classification 

to be the standard classification for the collection, analysis and 
dissemination of NTMs information by all international, as well 
as regional organizations and national agencies.

• UNCTAD in collaboration with the World Bank and WTO 
propose to launch a multi‐year programme to build, update 
and disseminate free of charge a NTMs database using the 
new NTMs classification and covering as many countries as 
possible. 

• New Funding requests for all market access data related work 
including NTMs (as well as trade and tariff)

• Multi‐agency initiative for 2012‐: 

– UNCTAD, World Bank, ITC, AfDB 

– ESCAP, ECA, IADB….

UNCTAD’s
Global Initiative
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Why Transparency? 

• Improved transparency on NTMs would contribute to 
discourage their use as hidden protectionist instruments. 

• Better information on NTMs would contribute better target 
trade‐facilitation and aid‐for‐trade programs.

• This would contribute to a coordinated effort on NTMs data 
collection, capacity building and dissemination, which would  
help policy makers and researchers to better understand the 
implications of NTMs for international trade and to identify the
best policy option to help developing countries to take 
advantage of the global market.

Objectives



World Trade Growth
(merchandise exports annual % growth)
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Trade

Downturn
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Emerging South grows    over-exposure
(Emerging and other developing countries exports to North and South)
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Source: UNCTAD

$ billions

Trade integration…. 

To North

To South

To South

To North

Emerging South is relative more dependent on North
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On the evidence-based Trade Policy Making



LDCs, SVEs, LLDCs and SIDS exports: 
(Developing countries) 
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Note: LDCs: Least developed countries, SVEs: Small and vulnerable economies,  LLDCs: Landlocked developing 

countries, SIDS: Small island developing countries.  Source: UNCTAD

$ billions Percent
Regions to RoW ratio (right axis)

Low income and vulnerable economies
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• The world economy is currently facing a severe global crisis 
that spilled from financial sector to the real economy in the last 
quarter of 2008
– steep fall in industrial production
– rapid decrease in international trade and 
– slow down in foreign direct investments and potentially in 

development assistance. 
• The crisis has brought about a slump in economic growth in 

most countries and globally, accompanied by increases in 
unemployment. 

• The current global crisis, preceded by the food crisis and 
volatile energy prices, is a major blow to attaining the MDGs 
for developing countries. 

• Addressing the dampening impact of the crisis on international 
trade and investment to restore growth and reviewing 
development policies and partnerships for greater resilience to 
future shocks and sustainable practices must be a key priority in 
the multilateral agenda.

Global Economic Crisis         Trade and Tariff
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• Most developing countries are now closely linked 
with the global economy by trade and foreign 
direct investment flows, and their economies are 
more sensitive to falling international demand 
(and conversely to expanding demand). 

• The degree of exposure of developing countries' 
economies to external markets has greatly 
increased in recent years. 

• Developing countries' exports on average 
accounted for more than half of their GDP (gross 
domestic product) in 2007, up from about a fourth 
of GDP in 1995.

Global Economic CrisisDeveloping links..
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Overview of current trade policy & negotiations issues



• A Well-functioning, rules-based, open, equitable, 
predictable and non-discriminatory Multilateral Trading 
System (MTS) that promotes development

• Effective, qualitative & beneficial participation of 
developing countries need to be supported

• WTO Doha round is a unique opportunity to achieve a 
“universal, rule-based, open, non-discriminatory & 
equitable” MTS (UN MDG 8) by rebalancing & 
reforming the system

Objective



Doha Round Overview

2009 -- No progress

2010 Geneva Discussions are on…



Key issues in Doha 



Tariff negotiations

• Pre‐GATT: request‐and‐offer procedure: 
bilateral and sequential negotiation

• GATT : request‐and‐offer procedure: best offer 
given to any negotiating partner extended to all

• Kennedy Round (1963‐67): proportional‐cut 
formula : ‐35% in average tariffs

• Tokyo Round: Swiss formula : ‐30% in average 
tariffs

• Uruguay: broad tariff reduction goals (‐30% in 
NAgri and 15% at least in agriculture)

• DOHA: swiss formula for NAgri + tiered 
formula for Agri + excluded products

History



Propotional vs Swiss
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Tiered Formula: Agriculture
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• Benefits, opportunity costs & risks of new protectionism 
since global economic and financial crisis

• Emergence of RTAs

• Trade disputes (US subsidies, EU banana)?

• International governance: Risks to  MTS

• Development deliverables (DFQF, AFT, EIF) to be pursued

• Early resumption: AG & NAMA modalities

• Frozen until 2012‐13? 
– Political cycles in US (& others) & continued lack of US TPA => 

constrain US leadership & credible engagement

Challenges
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Introduction to WITS/TRAINS
•Key trade & market access indicators (tariff & non-tariff)



WITS Overview
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Homepage

The WITS menu bar gives 
access to all functionalities 
through 6 menus.

The WITS home page 
internet address.



Tariff indicators
– Effectively Applied rates

Lowest available rates including preferences
– MFN Applied rates

Applied MFN or equivalent tariff rates
– MFN Bound rates

WTO bound tariff rates under Uruguay Round or unilateral 
offer by newly acceding countries

– Preferential rates
Preferential rates (or higher rates than MFN for some 

countries).  If not covered by specific preferences, 
products are ignored)
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Tariffs and NTMs in WITS

• 3 types of tariffs:
– Bound tariffs (MFN by nature)
– Applied MFN tariffs
– Preferential tariffs
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Bound Tariffs

• Bound tariffs are specific commitments
made by individual WTO member 
governments;

• The bound tariff is the maximum tariff level
for a given commodity line;

• A country may bind only part of its tariff 
structure: concept of binding coverage;
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Applied MFN Tariffs
• Tariffs actually applied to all imports except 

where preferences
• Bound rate  Applied rate 
• No or little binding overhang

for most developed countries
• Developing countries often

have binding overhang
Developed
countries

Developing
countries

Bound MFN Applied

Binding overhang concept
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Examples of Binding Overhang
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Preferential Tariffs
• Preferential tariffs are granted to a subset of 

trading partners under some exception to 
the MFN principle

• Preferences differ between partners and 
agreements: some countries have access to 
several preference schemes:
– Example: ACP countries have access to both 

EBA and Cotonou preferences when exporting 
to the EU
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Tariffs

• The 3 types of tariffs may exist for the same 
commodity line. The bound should always be the 
highest tariff and the preferential the lowest one. 
The MFN applied should be somewhere in 
between:

3 tariffs for a same product

Tariff Overhang/Water
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Different forms of tariffs
• Ad valorem tariffs (% of declared value)
• Non ad valorem tariffs :

– Specific tariffs - tariff is a fixed monetary value per unit of the dutiable 
item (e.g. 50 dollars per kilogram);

– Compound tariffs - a combination of ad valorem  and specific tariffs (such 
as 10 per cent plus 5 dollars per kilogram);

– Mixed tariffs - a choice between ad valorem  and/or  specific tariffs 
depending on the condition attached (e.g. 10 per cent or 5 dollars per 
kilogram, whichever is greater);

– Technical tariffs - tariff rate dependent on the input content such as sugar 
or alcohol 

– Non ad valorem tariffs are less transparent, more 
distortive and less stable.
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• TCMCS identifies over 100 different types of NTMs 
at its most detailed level grouped in six broad 
categories.

• NTMs divided into Core and non‐Core measures

• Core Measures: Measures intended to 
protect local producers.

• Non‐Core Measures: Measures intended 
to protect local consumers. 

Non-Tariff Measures
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• Growing importance of Technical Measures 
as Barriers to Trade in the face of elimination 
of Core‐Measures

1994 (%) 2005 (%)

Core Measures 45 15

Non‐core Measures 55 85

Changing Nature of NTMs Trend
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Evolution of NTMs Use by Broad Category

TCM description 1994 (%) 2005 (%)

AUTOMATIC LICENSING MEASURES 2.8 1.7

MONOPOLISTIC MEASURES 1.3 1.5

TECHNICAL MEASURES 31.9 58.5

PRICE CONTROL MEASURES 7.1 1.8

FINANCE MEASURES 2.0 1.5

QUANTITY CONTROL MEASURES 49.2 34.8

Non‐core  
measures

Core  
measures



UNCTAD: Definition of NTMs 
Final GNTB meeting of November 2009:
• UNCTAD (GNTB‐MAST):  

– Non‐tariff measures (NTMs) are policy measures, 
other than ordinary customs tariffs, that can 
potentially have an economic effect on 
international trade in goods, changing quantities 
traded, or prices or both.

• NTM: Within border measures

• NTB vs NTM: 

– The protectionist or discriminatory intent is the factor differentiating 
non‐tariff barriers (NTBs) from NTMs

– NTBs are a subset of NTMs

34



UNCTAD Non-Tariff Measures 
Classification (16 December 2009)(16 December 2009)

35
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• The new classification introduces the concept of  
“procedural obstacles”.

• Procedural obstacles refer to issues related to the 
process of application of an NTM, rather than the 
measure itself.

• “Testing requirement” a TBT measure as opposed to 
“Excessive documentation requirement”, a 
procedural obstacle.

• These can only be collected through surveys.

Procedural Obstacles Classification
(16 December 2009)(16 December 2009)



Types of Procedural Obstacles 
(16 December 2009)(16 December 2009)
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A    Arbitrariness or
Inconsistency

B    Discriminatory behaviour

F  Unusually high fees or charges

C    Inefficiency or obstructions

D    Non-transparency

E    Legal issues

e.g.   Behaviour of public officials

e.g.   Favouring local suppliers

e.g.   Excessive documentation
requirement

e.g.   Inadequate information on laws
regulations/registrations

e.g.   Lack of enforcement

e.g.   Stamps, testing or other
servivces



New Classification of NTMs

–New chapters such as SPS, TBT, 
Government Procurement, Export 
measures, Intellectual Property rights,
etc

–New concept of “Procedural 
Obstacles” to facilitate collection of 
data from exporters/importers

NTMs 2009



WITS vs TRAINS

WITS is a software application which is 
designed to integrate several trade-
related databases and provide easy 
access

TRAINS is one of the four major 
databases currently accessible through
WITS
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What is WITS?

The WITS
Software

UNSD
COMTRADE

UNCTAD
TRAINS

WTO
IDB/CTS

Databases

WITS is a software, not a database,
but it sits on databases.



Databases of WITS

• TRAINS (UNCTAD)
• COMTRADE  (UN Statistics Division)
• Integrated Database (IDB-WTO)
• Consolidated Tariff Schedule (CTS-

WTO)



Databases of WITS

• COMTRADE
– SITC Rev 1: 1962 –
– SITC Rev 2: 1972 –
– SITC Rev 3: 1988 –
– SITC Rev 4: 2007 –
– Four versions of HS (1988/92, 1996, 

2002 and 2007)



Databases of WITS

• WTO IDB
– Notification by member states on current 

tariff (MFN applied) and import statistics.
– From Jan. 2010, WTO secretariat may collect 

data if not notified
• WTO CTS

– Collection of Uruguay Round commitments
– Based on HS 1996 nomenclature, converted 

in WITS to various revisions



Data contents of TRAINS 
(as of 1 May 2010)

Data contents of TRAINS 
(as of 1 May 2010)

• Tariff measures at national tariff line level for 
165 countries (over 1100 country/years since 
1988), including preferential rates such as 
RTA and GSP in many cases

Primary data are drawn from
UN TARMAC

UN Tariff and Market Access  Database

A joint effort with  the

International Trade Centre, UNCTAD/WTO  (ITC)



Data contents of TRAINS (continued)Data contents of TRAINS (continued)

• Import statistics by origin at Harmonized 
System (HS) 6-digit level for every 
country-year by constructing mirror 
imports where necessary 

• Non-Tariff Measures classified 
according to UNCTAD Coding System 
of Trade Control Measures (97 
countries, 150 country/years)



Data Accessibility

• TRAINS: Free access to all
• COMTRADE: Free access to UN 

Organizations, free access up to 50,000 
records for all, otherwise against a fee

• WTO: Access to WTO member governments 
and selected international organizations 
(Since 1 January 2010, tariff data are freely 
accessible by all)



WITS Functionality

• Data retrieval and analysis

• Quick Search 
• Advanced Query
• Trade and Tariff Simulations



Quick Search
UN COMTRADE by Product

Extract trade statistics from COMTRADE for 
one product (at any level of aggregation for 
an available nomenclature)  

e.g. Extract imports of Fresh Roses (HS 
060311) in 2009 by every country from the 
Netherland







Quick Search
UN COMTRADE by Country Period

Extract trade statistics from COMTRADE for 
one (reporting) country period and one (or 
all) partner country.

e.g. Extract all imports of Japan in 2009 
from the World at HS2007, 4-digit level







Quick Search
Find a tariff from TRAINS or WTO IDB

Find detailed tariff rates (MFN and  preferential 
rates, including non-ad valorem rates and their 
ad valorem equivalents (AVEs)) for :

one product (tariff line level)
one country

e.g. Indonesian tariffs in 2009 on motor vehicles of 
8703 22 1110 (from TRAINS)







Quick Search
View and Export Raw Data from 
TRAINS, WTO IDB or WTO CTS

Download detailed tariff rates (MFN and  
preferential rates, including non-ad valorem rates 
and their ad valorem equivalents (AVEs)) as well 
as Non-Tariff Measures (NTMs) for :

all products (tariff line level)
one country

e.g. Brazilian MFN tariff schedules of 2009 (from TRAINS)







Quick Search
Detailed tariff rates from

TRAINS, WTO IDB or WTO CTS

Data Sources: Raw data from TRAINS, WTO IDB or WTO CTS

In addition: Ad valorem Equivalents (AVEs) of non-ad valorem rates 
according to three four different methodology:

1. UNCTAD Method1 based on own unit value
2. UNCTAD Method2 based on world unit value
3. WTO Agricultural Negotiation Forum proposal
4. WTO non-Agricultural (NAMA) Negotiation Forum proposal

More detailed description of AVE methodology later



Quick Search
Detailed import statistics (tariff-line level) 

from
TRAINS or WTO IDB

Download detailed import statistics at the level 
beyond HS 6-digit for: 

all products (tariff line level)
one country
one or many partner countries

e.g. Imports of Republic of Korea fin 1993 from all countries 
(from TRAINS)



Quick Search
Non-Tariff Measures

Download row NTM data collected by UNCTAD 
and classified according to:

UNCTAD Coding System of Trade Control 
Measures (for data up to 2008); or

Multi-Agency Classification of Non-Tariff 
Measures (for recent data)

NOTE: The two classifications are available at the 
WITS website under “Methodology”







Quick Search
Results viewing or downloading

Results from any quick search option could be:
Viewed on the screen, that can be sorted or 
filtered (not recommended for a large set of 
data); or

Downloaded to PC in a selected data format   

Data elements (columns of a table) to be 
viewed/downloaded may be selected by the user to reduce 
data transfer time.



View results: select columns to be included



View Data:

Filtering data: e.g. Ad Valorem rates > 
10%





Download: provide output name and select 
columns to be included



Download: Select the downloaded file and save it on your PC



Advanced Query for
Trade statistics and Tariff data

Users construct queries comprising of:
– Reporter countries  
– Products 
– Partner countries  
– Years
– Trade flow directions (for trade statistics)
– Tariff types (for trade and tariff analysis)



Advanced Query –
Parameters

Reporter Countries
– Individual countries or user-defined 

groups of countries
Products
– Individual products, cluster of 

products, or user-defined aggregates 
of products in various product 
classifications (HS, SITC,ISIC, etc)



Advanced Query –
Parameters

Partner Countries
– Same as Reporter Countries.  “World” is 

treated as an individual country
Years  
– Trade statistics from 1962
– Tariff data from 1988
Trade Flows (trade statistics)
– Imports, exports, re-imports, re-exports



Advanced Query
Trade Statistics (example)

Query Name: TestAQ1

Reporter Countries
– Thailand, Canada, Korea
Products
– HS 8701, 8702,  8703
Partner Countries
– World, USA, India, Bangladesh, LAO, Fiji
Years  
– 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2009 
Trade Flows (trade statistics)
– Gross Imports









Advanced Query

Reporter/Partner Countries 
Selection:

- Individual Countries or Groups of 
Countries

- If a Group is selected, breakdown by 
individual countries is possible

- A new Group can be constructed by 
users (My Country Groups)

- For Partner, World is a single country





My Country Groups
Create a group: 
e.g.
APF3 (a short name of the group with no 

space)
Asia Pacific and Africa (description of the 

group)
Consisting of India, Fiji and Nigeria

Select member countries of the group from 
individual country list or pre-existing 
Groups.





A new country group, APF3, has been 
added



Advanced Query

Product Selection:

- Individual items, multiple products, 
cluster of products or aggregate of 
products, based on available 
nomenclatures 

- A new aggregate can be constructed by 
users (My Product Groups)





Advanced Query
Product Selection:

- Available nomenclatures:
- Reported nomenclatures: 

HS and SITC, all revisions (for 
COMTRADE)

HS Combined (for TRAINS and WTO)
- Other supported nomenclatures:

CCCN, ISIC, BEC, CPC, etc 

If a non-reported nomenclature is selected, a reported 
source nomenclature needs to be chosen from which to 
convert the data



Advanced Query
Product Selection:

- Individual items
With search option 

- multiple products
By collapsing product trees 

- cluster of products 
By selecting all products at a given level of 

aggregation (e.g. all HS 4-digit products)



Advanced Query
Product Selection:

- Aggregates of products

Select from pre-aggregated products; or

Construct users’ own aggregates
(My Product Groups) from:

individual items;
multiple products; or
pre-aggregated products



My Product Groups
Create a group: 

e.g.
MMF (a short name of the group with no 

space)
Meat Milk and Fruit (description of the group)

Consisting of HS chapters 02, 04 and 08

Select products from individual items or 
multiple products.





Advanced Query
Tariff and Trade Analysis (example)

Query Name: TestAQ2
Reporter Countries
– EU, Ghana, Honduras, Japan, Malaysia
Products
– HS 8701, 8702,  8703
Partner Countries
– World
Years  
– Latest year available 
Tariff Types
– All types
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Trade policy research using WITS/TRAINS       
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SMART simulation model using WITS/TRAINS
•Tariff formulation and tariff cuts



Analytical Tools: SMARTAnalytical Tools: SMART
(Single market simulation model)

• SMART:
– Simulates the partial equilibrium impact of a 

tariff reduction for a single market
– Three sets of elasticties (Demand, Supply 

and Substitution between two suppliers) 
– Can’t easily capture the effects of a full 

round of tariff negotiations



Trade Effect Simulation
(Single market simulation model)

For a given shock on tariff rates 
(applied or bound), it calculates:

- Trade Creation and Diversion effects
- Tariff revenue effect
- Welfare effect
- Importer and Exporter Views



Assumptions:
– Each product is independent
– A same product from different supplier is 

an imperfect substitute
– Three sets of elasticties (Demand, Supply 

and Substitution between two suppliers) 

Trade Effects Simulation
(Single market simulation model)



Example:
Market: European Union
Products: Motor vehicles of HS 8703
Tariff cut scenario: Duty free for 
Korean exports

Question:What will be the loss (or 
gain) to Japanese exports of the same 
product?

Trade Effects Simulation
(Single market simulation model)











Exporter View filtered for Japan
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Exercises and conclusion
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aki.kuwahara@unctad.org

sudip.ranjan.basu@unctad.org
trains@unctad.org

Fax: 0041 22 917 00 44

http://ntb.unctad.org/

www.unctad-trains.org/
https://wits.worldbank.org

Thank you!


